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the teapot experiment

infrastructure reflects 
“[s]hared visions of the possible and 
acceptable dreams of the innovative.” 
- L.L. Bucciarelli



in visions for ‘the metaverse’

can you pour from one device to 
another, during a storm that has 
cut off Internet access?

can you pour tea from one 
metaverse platform to another? 

who controls whether the tea 
flows from pot to cup?  and who 
ensures that you don’t take milk? 
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the metaverse is an opportunity
to recenter networking around human beings 

trust should stem from who created 
the data, not who stores or carries it

local interactions shouldn’t 
require global connectivity 

just decentralizing transactions 
about data isn’t enough



“the immense promise that accompanied 
the development of the Internet stemmed 
from its design: it is an open ‘network of 
networks’, a single interconnected 
communications system for all of humanity”

can the metaverse be a
‘network of networks’ ?



yes, but: 
there is incredible reliance on large providers 
for scalability and security, who in turn must 
deal with incredible complexity

named data networking proposes a solution 



so, bear with us…

NDN can be best understood within a 
brief history of the current Internet



TCP/IP focused on connecting computers
by virtualizing connections (1970s)

client-server model (1980s)

securing host connections (1990s)

modern cloud services (2000s)

host-independent models, 
data-centric APIs (2010s)

moves on from limitations of host-
centric communication and 
security of TCP/IP

now, focus on exchanging secure data by 
virtualizing data exchange (2020s)

moved on from limitations of 
circuit-switched communication 
of the telephone network

host/connection-independent trust

cloud-optional local communications

data-centric extended reality models



named data networking

a network architecture in which all data packets are 
named and cryptographically signed at creation 

can run on top or instead of TCP/IP, providing 
secure, web-like semantics at packet granularity

based on 12+ years of research supported by 
NSF, DARPA, DOE, and NIST 





microverse project goals

enable the metaverse as a network of networks

building blocks: microverses of named data, 
ecosystems of platform-independent content controlled 
by entities as small as an individual, interoperating via 
NDN with or without cloud support

balance democratization, trust, and scale, as well as 
opportunities for market-based innovation



scaling microverse-by-microverse

live performances exchange of virtual goods

named data strategies enable global interactions to scale independently from producer capacity

public datasets



but, blockchain?
decentralizing transactions about content does 
not decentralize content storage or interactions

most decentralized content approaches do not 
support real-time interaction or cloud-optional 
communication critical to disaster resilience, 
robust mobility, vehicular networking, etc. or 
secure name-data binding needed by apps  

… IPFS?



named data packets
app-named, crypto-signed

forwarding on names
intrinsically multicast

dataset synchronization
as a multiparty transport

data-centric security
schematized via names
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host-independence so development 
and operation focuses on data flow

channel-independent security - each 
microverse can define a root of trust

multicast and caching built in offer 
efficiency for low-resource publishers

storage is intrinsic, enabling persistent 
microverses with just the basic stack

disruption-tolerant, cloud-optional 
approach for resilience, mobile, privacy

named data packets
app-named, crypto-signed

forwarding on names
intrinsically multicast

dataset synchronization
as a multiparty transport

data-centric security
schematized via names

benefits



metaverse microverses
metaphor world / garden (singular) network / rhizome

control world owner content publisher / root of trust

real-time engine as… application platform browser, with layers instead of tabs 

objects file-like assets named data - immutable

references URLs to bundle URLs to content grain

communication cloud services by the network

persistence by the world owner by the network

authentication negotiated per connection intrinsic to data objects 

interactions data channels, API calls within world context-content exchange (multiversal)

interoperability share asset files across worlds operate in multiple ‘verses at once

microtransactions world owner must map assets operate directly on signed data
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outreach to engage others in the 
opportunities and design challenges

design named data strategies for key 
content formats such as USD and glTF

compelling proof-of-concept demos 
via integration with real-time engines 

continue to improve NDN code ease-of-
use to encourage developer adoption

next steps



more info

jburke@ucla.edu
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named-data.net/microverse

"While many theoreticians - who may not be too closely in touch with real
life - are still engaging in the idolatry of large size, with practical people in
the actual world there is a tremendous longing and striving to profit, if at all
possible, from the convenience, humanity, and manageability of smallness."
- E.F. Schumacher, Small is Beautiful: Economics as if People Mattered, 1973


